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Abstract

In this paper the need for Intelligent Computer Aided Design (Int.CAD) to jointly support design and learning
assistance is introduced. The paper focuses on presenting and exploring the possibility of realizing "learning" as-
sistance in Int.CAD by introducing a new concept called Shared Learning. Shared Learning is proposed to em-
power CAD tools with more useful learning capabilities than that currently available and thereby provide a stronger
interaction of learning between a designer and a computer. "Controlled" computational learning is proposed as
a means whereby the Shared Learning concept can be realized. The viability of this new concept is explored by
using a system called PERSPECT. PERSPECT is a preliminary numerical design tool aimed at supporting the
effective utilization of numerical experiential knowledge in design. After a detailed discussion of PERSPECT's
numerical design support, the paper presents the results of an evaluation that focuses on PERSPECT's implemen-
tation of "controlled" computational learning and ability to support a designer's need to learn. The paper then
discusses PERSPECT's potential as a tool for supporting the Shared Learning concept by explaining how a de-
signer and PERSPECT can jointly learn. There is still much work to be done before the full potential of Shared
Learning can be realized. However, the authors do believe that the concept of Shared Learning may hold the key
to truly empowering learning in Int.CAD.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are essentially two philosophies of computer sup-
port that reflect different extremes of thought concerning
the role of computers in design. The "design assistance"
philosophy considers a computer aided design (CAD) sys-
tem as a designer's colleague (MacCallum et al., 1987),
whereas the "design automation" philosophy considers it
as a designer's substitute (Arbab, 1989). Building systems
with the goal of providing design assistance can encom-
pass aspects of design automation (e.g., in the form of de-
sign optimization or analysis) along with the ideas that
systems can act as designers' colleagues and thereby com-
plement designers' abilities. Therefore, it is argued that
the ultimate goal of automating the design process ignores
the potential of coupling the capabilities of a designer and
computer, and is therefore more fundamentally restric-
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tive. The research presented in this paper adopts the phi-
losophy of design assistance.

A characterization of the design assistance philosophy
is that of the Intelligent Design Assistant (IDA) (Duffy,
1986; MacCallum et al., 1987). Figure 1 illustrates some
key complementary roles that a designer and an IDA are
proposed to play within the scenario of Int.CAD.

In this scenario, designers are initiators of a discourse,
they retain authority and control over the progress of the
interaction with the IDA, and have ultimate responsibil-
ity for the correctness of results. They are able to express
the nature of the problem, to describe concepts to be ex-
plored, and to justify their judgements. In addition, they
hypothesize, refer to past experience, and apply a range
of modelling tools. In contrast, the IDA is the active part-
ner of the designer. It is a source of design expertise and
past experience that complements a designer's memory.
It is able to develop an understanding of a problem and
description of concepts, assess the feasibility of concepts,
identify the implications of concept changes, suggest pos-
sible solution paths, and can assume much of the burden
of mundane and repetitive analysis tasks.

An important feature of design assistance, focused upon
here, is the ability to support the use of experiential design
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Fig. 1. Designer and IDA roles in Computer Aided Design (Duffy,
1986).

knowledge. In fact, it was Warman (1978), who predicted
that such support would be "a major component of future
CAD systems."

The importance of experience in design is that it provides
a wealth of knowledge of the past, which can be brought
to bear on the present (Oxman, 1990; Persidis & Duffy,
1991). Consequently experience, which consists of knowl-
edge generated from personal exposure to events and ar-
tefacts (Duffy & Kerr, 1993), presents one of the most
powerful resources possessed by a designer. Learning is a
process that helps to maintain (i.e., update and evolve) ex-
periential knowledge. It also helps to promote the flexibil-
ity of experiences by removing highly specific details and
generating more generally applicable knowledge.

Design tools that represent experiential knowledge and
assist in the utilization of such knowledge, present knowl-
edge sources that are external to designers' memory and
as such divorced from designers' learning activity. With-
out exposure to the process of learning, these knowledge
sources represent static experiential knowledge that will
eventually become obsolete. On the basis that the IDA
concept encourages design assistance and that learning is
an important process for the maintenance and flexibility
of knowledge, this paper proposes that computational
tools that implement the IDA concept should be capa-
ble of jointly supporting design assistance and learning
assistance.

Although learning and design are distinctly different
activities (Willem, 1990), they are inextricably linked
(Persidis, 1989; Persidis & Duffy, 1991; Kerr & Duffy,
1992) (see Fig. 2).

The Design/Learning Loop (Fig. 2) illustrates how the
activities of design and learning are coupled. The lower
loop linking the design and learning activities from the so-
lution to/from experiential knowledge reflects the inter-
active nature of design and learning. That is, where the
designer, at various stages in design, develops a design so-
lution, learns from this solution and its development,
feeds such learned knowledge back to some store of ex-
periential knowledge, and reuses this knowledge to aid in
the evolution to an acceptable design solution. During the
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design

design solution
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Fig. 2. Design/Learning Loop (Kerr, 1993).

development of a design solution from an initial stage,
Stage: 1, to a design solution specification, Stage: N,
some of the learned knowledge will transform to longer
term experiential knowledge and some only used to help
the design process progress to the next stages of devel-
opment. Thus, the experiential knowledge reflects that
knowledge that will be reused in later design scenarios,
whereas some of the transient knowledge learned will only
be used to assist in the evolution of the design to a final
stage. In addition to the lower loop, Figure 2 indicates one
other: a loop that directly loops experiential knowledge
back onto itself. This loop represents designers' ability to
explore and learn from their own (specific or general) ex-
periential knowledge.

The inextricable link between design and learning is that
designers learn during design, as a result of designing and
indeed need to learn to design. Consequently, to develop
effective Int.CAD, it is necessary for an IDA to provide
design assistance and learning assistance (see Fig. 3).

For the past decade, the concept of design assistance
has been explored, detailed, evolved, and contended. How-
ever, it has not been until now that the concept of CAD

Designer IDA

Intelligent
CAD

Fig. 3. Sharing design learning between a designer and an IDA.
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tools as learning assistants, as well as design assistants,
have been considered [although "learning apprentices"
have been discussed (Mitchell et al., 1985)]. This paper
presents and explores the possibility of realizing learning
assistance in Int.CAD and focuses on discussing how to
empower an IDA with learning assistance. It presents a
new concept called Shared Learning, which advocates a
stronger interaction of learning between a designer and
a computer, and one which requires CAD tools to be em-
powered with more useful learning capabilities than that
currently available. The paper explains how existing ma-
chine learning applications in design are deficient in this
concept and suggests that support for Shared Learning
be developed by providing designers with greater control
over the learning capabilities of Int.CAD tools. An exist-
ing Int.CAD tool called PERSPECT is then used to dis-
cuss and evaluate its potential for supporting this new
concept of Shared Learning.

2. SHARING THE LEARNING ACTIVITY
IN DESIGN

The focus of previous Int.CAD applications of machine
learning has been the automatic acquisition of experien-
tial knowledge for possible reuse in subsequent design sit-
uations. This section introduces the concept of Shared
Learning as a shift in the research focus to enhancing the
collaboration between the two "players" of Int.CAD (i.e.,
the designer and IDA) such that both are provided with
more effective learning capabilities.

2.1. Learning in design

When investigating design assistance it is useful, if not
necessary, to model what constitutes the design activity.
Similarly, before we can attempt to support learning as-
sistance, we will start by explaining our view of learning.

"Designers learn when they encounter knowledge which
is sufficiently different from their present state of knowl-
edge" (Persidis & Duffy, 1991). In other words, memory
provides the foundation upon which learning takes place.
As illustrated in Figure 4, memory is considered to be sub-
jected to three learning processes (Persidis & Duffy,
1991): acquisition, generation, and modification. Acqui-
sition represents the process of receiving new knowledge,
generation represents the process of creating new from ex-
isting knowledge, and modification represents the process
of altering existing knowledge. The acquisition of knowl-
edge prevents designers' experiential knowledge from be-
coming obsolete and provides designers with up-to-date
or new knowledge from which to manipulate their existing
knowledge. The manipulation (i.e., generation or modi-
fication) of knowledge allows the abstraction and gener-
alization of experiential knowledge. These three processes
play an important role in design; they help designers to
keep up to date with current design practices by acquir-

Knowledge chunk

MODIFICATION Q\

ACQUISITION

GENERATION

Fig. 4. Learning processes (Persidis & Duffy, 1991).

ing new knowledge, and help to make knowledge more
generally applicable by generating and modifying exist-
ing knowledge into generalized knowledge.

Evidence for Persidis and Duffy's classification of these
three learning processes can be found in: Motard's de-
scription of the development of experiential knowledge
or what he called professional common-sense (Motard,
1974); Watson, and Watson and Gilfillan's development
of empirical equations in ship design (Watson, 1962; Wat-
son & Gilfillan, 1977); de Siervo and de Leva, and Lu-
garesi and Massa's development of empirical equations in
turbine design (de Siervo & de Leva, 1976, 1977; Lugaresi
& Massa, 1987, 1988); and Galle et al., and Galle and
Kovacs' development of patterns in architecture (Galle
et al., 1975; Galle & Kovacs, 1992).

According to this definition of learning, it is proposed
that learning assistance should facilitate a designer's and
an IDA's three learning processes.

2.2. Learning from past designs in intelligent
CAD research

The maintenance (i.e., update and evolution) and flexi-
bility of knowledge is becoming an increasingly important
issue in the development of design tools. Design knowl-
edge is elicited from designers and computationally rep-
resented. Resulting tools represent a knowledge storage
location that is external to designers' memory. Thus, the
knowledge represented by such design tools are not sus-
ceptible to designers' learning process. Without the capac-
ity to learn, these tools present designers with a static
knowledge source that is incapable of maintaining its
knowledge and therefore will eventually become obsolete
unless continually updated by knowledge engineers.

An aim of computational learning is to automatically
increase, or improve, knowledge held within a computer-
based system. Thus, computational learning offers the
potential to ease the burden of knowledge elicitation and
entering increasing amounts of complex information.
However, computational learning in design received lit-
tle attention until the late 1980s (Lu & Chen, 1987; Mack-
enzie & Gero, 1987; Mostow & Bhatnagar, 1987; Mostow
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& Roy, 1987; McLaughlin & Gero, 1987; Coyne & New-
ton, 1989; Fruchter & Gluck, 1989; Guena & Zreik,
1989; Kamal et al., 1989) when it started to receive more
community-wide consideration (Yoshikawa et al., 1991).
Fortunately, work on the application of Machine Learn-
ing techniques to engineering design has continued to
emerge as researchers and the Int.CAD community have
come to realize the potential usefulness of computational
learning to aid engineering design (Gero, 1991, 1992; Ma-
her et al., 1992, 1994; Duffy, 1993; Duffy et al., 1994).

This research has tended to focus on building tools
capable of acquiring knowledge (Radford et al., 1984;
Mackenzie & Gero, 1987; McLaughlin & Gero, 1987;
Mostow & Bhatnagar, 1987; Mostow & Roy, 1987; Ma-
her & Li, 1994), manipulating knowledge (Persidis, 1989;
Persidis & Duffy, 1991), or both acquiring and manipu-
lating knowledge (Reich, 1991; Rao & Lu, 1993; Bhatta
& Goel, 1994). The main purpose of such research has been
to ease the burden of knowledge elicitation and knowledge
acquisition tasks of knowledge engineers. Consequently,
such research has been aimed at empowering CAD tools
with learning capabilities, investigating the potential of
machine learning techniques in design, and has failed to
recognize the importance of the designer and the com-
puter jointly learning.

In an early Machine Learning in Design international
workshop the authors presented and discussed the need
and expectations of a dynamic design knowledge source
(Kerr & Duffy, 1992). Such a source (which refers to an
IDA) was described as having " . . . a memory which
learns from its previous knowledge and accommodates
new knowledge . . . " and one supporting the " . . . organi-
sation and structuring of [knowledge of] past designs to
suit alternative and changing uses." This description of a
dynamic knowledge source is reminiscent of Schank's
understanding of human memory, that is, Dynamic
Memory (Schank, 1982). Schank believed that knowledge
structures in memory change when new experiences are en-
countered or when the present structure is no longer appli-
cable. This train of thought has led to research that
investigated support for generating knowledge according
to designers' knowledge requirements (Duffy & Kerr, 1993;
Kerr, 1993) by allowing a user greater control over the
learning capabilities of an Int.CAD system. The difference
between this research and that of other Machine Learning
in Design research has been the explicit acknowledgement
that the knowledge to be learned by a system should match
that required by a designer.

The following section presents and discusses a new con-
cept to the field of Int.CAD, which has evolved from
the authors' existing work in the application of machine
learning in design. In essence, this new concept called
Shared Learning advocates that to obtain maximum ben-
efit from computational learning, its introduction into
Int.CAD should not concentrate solely on empowering
computers with automated learning capabilities. Instead

it should be directed towards a means of "sharing" the
learning activity between designers and computers and en-
suring that the knowledge represented in an IDA reflects
that which is of relevance, useful and understandable to
designers.

2.3. Shared Learning concept

The concept of Shared Learning is different from that of
Computer Aided Learning (CAL). CAL-based systems
(Steinberg, 1991; CAL'94, 1994) do not, and are not in-
tended to, automatically learn experiential knowledge.
Their focus is to improve the level of understanding or
knowledge of a human without learning themselves.
Shared Learning, on the other hand, involves the user and
the computer jointly learning about a domain to allevi-
ate the problem-solving activity. Thus, Shared Learning
can be thought of as the bridge between automated com-
putational learning techniques and CAL.

Within the Shared Learning concept, the designer de-
fines requirements for knowledge, directs and controls the
IDA's learning capabilities, makes enquiries about the
knowledge IDA presents, makes judgements about this
knowledge, and is able to override any knowledge pre-
sented by IDA. In other words, the designer uses IDA to
help learn about a design domain (i.e., past design solu-
tions) and the design solution that is currently under de-
velopment. In contrast, IDA adapts to the knowledge
requirements of the designer, carries out learning when
requested, presents automatically generated knowledge,
continually maintains (i.e., updates and evolves) its
knowledge source, provides explanations about learned
knowledge and provides suggestions, which may help
guide the designer when exploring a design domain or
solving a particular design problem.

On the basis that "designers learn when they encoun-
ter knowledge which is sufficiently different from their
present state of knowledge" (Persidis & Duffy, 1991) and
that computers learn when we " . . . get more out than
what is put in a system in terms of its knowledge content"
[Kocabas discussing Lenat's definition of computational
learning (Kocabas, 1991)], the following statement can be
made:

Shared Learning between a designer and an IDA occurs
when a designer learns new knowledge or manipulates
his/her existing knowledge as a result of a computer
system (IDA), automatically learning and present-
ing previously implicit, and therefore unrepresented,
knowledge.

3. LEARNING AND INTELLIGENT
CAD SUPPORT

It is suggested that an aspect of Shared Learning is that
the designer needs greater control over the system's learn-
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ing activities to ensure that their own knowledge needs
are fulfilled. To highlight the implications of controlling
learning, this section focuses upon the learning develop-
ment of Int.CAD and consequently identifies that, in gen-
eral, learning in Int.CAD is still outwith the control of a
designer.

3.1. Nonlearning systems

Int.CAD approaches have tried to support the utilization
of knowledge by increasing the number of viewpoints
available to a designer; for example, by supporting the
representation of geometrical, numerical, functional, or
structural portions of knowledge. Traditionally, knowl-
edge engineers (or system developers) define such view-
points and therefore reflect predefined perspectives of
designers' required viewpoints of knowledge. Conse-
quently, the resulting systems present predefined view-
points that impose particular perspectives onto designers
and may not necessarily satisfy designers' knowledge re-
quirements (See Fig. 5).

In addition, the viewpoints represented by such non-
learning Int.CAD systems present static viewpoints that
can only be updated and modified by manual manipula-
tion carried out by an authorized user of the system (e.g.,
a knowledge engineer).

3.2. Computational learning systems

As computational learning has been introduced to
Int.CAD, systems are now generating general knowledge
directly from their own source of experiences (e.g., past

legend :

Abstract concept

Designer's need for knowledge

fm Pre-defined viewpoint

• • System imposed perspective

designs or experiments) and thereby bypassing the need
for knowledge engineers. One effect of such research is
the build-up of learned viewpoints (see Fig. 6), for exam-
ple, generalizing geometrical knowledge (Guan et al.,
1995), numerical and symbolic knowledge (Persidis, 1989;
Persidis & Duffy, 1991; Reich, 1991).

However, like that of the nonlearning Int.CAD system,
the designers in the computational learning scenario may
still be presented with viewpoints that differ from those
required. For example, the knowledge automatically gen-
erated and presented to the designer may not be relevant,
understandable, or usable. Consequently, a mismatch be-
tween the system's imposed viewpoints and a designer's re-
quired viewpoints can still result. This occurs when:

• the viewpoint is irrelevant (e.g., a viewpoint from the
geometrical aspect is required but only numerical as-
pect is available);

• the knowledge associated with a relevant viewpoint
is irrelevant, that is, the knowledge focused upon
does not include the knowledge required. For exam-
ple, when a structural viewpoint of a car defining the
component concepts to be a body concept and engine
concept but knowledge concerning the chassis or
wheels is not available; or

• the form of represented knowledge is unsuitable for
the intended purpose. For example, when a view-
point contains generalizations as average attribute
values rather than ranges, or generalizations rather
than empirical equations.

Source of
Experiential Knowledge

legend:

£ Abstract concept

f Designer's need for knowledge

Learned viewpoint

Fig. 5. Nonlearning system.

- - - - - - - m^ System imposed perspective

— — — — — Learning activity

Fig. 6. Computational learning system.
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Thus, the viewpoints currently generated by computa-
tional learning are dependent upon the system develop-
ers' understanding of the designers' needs. Although the
current trend is important in developing computational
learning in design and providing appropriate viewpoints
to designers, it is argued that greater flexibility and user
control is required to encourage the direct mapping of
learned viewpoints and designer needs.

3.3. Controlled computational learning systems

The mismatch of the perspectives required by the designer
and the viewpoints imposed by the system is partly attrib-
utable to the failed recognition that designers also need
to learn and that Int.CAD system's learning capabilities
should accommodate greater control by designers. Shared
Learning requires more controlled computational learn-
ing to ensure that computers (a) learn design knowledge
that is relevant, useful, and understandable to designers
based on their required knowledge needs, and (b) support
designers' individual learning needs. Some examples of
how existing learning techniques can be subject to limited
control are: user selection of probability distribution
(Reich, 1991) and user selection of similarity values (Bis-
son, 1992). However, these controls are directed at the
performance of the learning technique rather than the
knowledge to be learned; that is, designers are limited in
their ability to control and direct what is learned and the
nature of the results.

Controlled computational learning emphasizes that
designers should be able to manipulate computational
learning such that the resulting knowledge mirrors that
required by designers to either assist in their problem-
solving or to enhance their understanding/learning (see
Fig. 7).1 Figure 7a illustrates designers' needs for knowl-
edge, which are represented by the question marks in the
designers' profile and the need for required viewpoints.
Figure 7b shows resulting customized viewpoints (Kerr,
1993), automatically generated from a source(s) of past
design knowledge, which reflect and match those needs.
Thus, providing better support for designers themselves to
maintain (i.e., update and evolve) their own knowledge.

4. THE PERSPECT SYSTEM

The PERSPECT system is a design tool that aims to sup-
port the effective utilization of experiential knowledge in
numerical engineering design. It was originally developed
to demonstrate and evaluate the design utility of the Cus-
tomised Viewpoints (CV) approach within the realm of
preliminary numerical design (Kerr, 1993). The CV ap-
proach represents a CAD approach that complements the
"design assistance" philosophy within the focus of im-

' Controlled computational learning should not be confused with the
machine learning approach called Supervised Learning. This paper pro-
poses that the distinction between supervised and unsupervised learn-
ing is irrelevant to the concept of controlled learning because both should
be subject to it.

(a) (b)

legend:
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Fig. 7. "Controlled" computational learning system.
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proving the use of experiential knowledge during the de-
velopment of engineering design solutions. The main idea
behind this approach is that its implementation supports
the generalization of experiential knowledge directly from
specific experiences (i.e., past designs), according to de-
signers' knowledge needs, and subsequently the use of this
knowledge in design. Thus, designers' knowledge require-
ments, rather than knowledge engineers' perspectives of
knowledge requirements, directly govern the effective uti-
lization of experiential knowledge in Int.CAD.

In this paper, controlled computational learning has
been proposed as one means to realize the concept of
Shared Learning. PERSPECT uses the concept of con-
trolled computational learning. Thus, this system is used
to discuss the new concept of Shared Learning and the
coupling of design and learning. But first, this section de-
tails some of the important aspects of PERSPECT as a
numerical Int.CAD tool.

4.1. System architecture

Numerical design involves selecting suitable numerical
attribute values to describe a new design. To do this, de-
signers rely on past experience and as such designers are
required to identify, extract, and apply suitable experien-
tial knowledge. In the past, a few designers have pub-
lished such useful experiential knowledge: for example the
empirical equations for ship design (Watson, 1962; Gil-
fillan, 1969; Watson & Gilfillan, 1977) and turbine design
(de Siervo & Leva, 1976, 1977; Lugaresi & Massa, 1987,
1988). Such knowledge represents the implicit knowledge
existing within explicit information of past experiences
(i.e., past designs). Consequently, designers can utilize
this knowledge to maintain uniformity (of desirable
styles) among the characteristics of a new design and that
of the past; conversely, they can use them to avoid gen-
erating a new design that similarly follows identified
trends of the past.

PERSPECT is a numerical CV tool, which aims to sup-
port the effective utilization of numerical experiential
knowledge during preliminary design. Designers can use
PERSPECT to explore a design domain and generalize
experiential knowledge to be used to develop a numeri-
cal design solution. In this way, designers are not hindered
by knowledge engineers' preconceptions of what experi-
ential knowledge will be used in design; they are free to
generate and utilize experiential knowledge, according to
their own particular needs.

4.1.1. Subsystems

The process of numerical design is rather complex
(MacCallum & Duffy, 1990); it requires extensive calcu-
lations, numerical alterations, and compromise between
interrelated design aspects (e.g., geometry, power, stabil-
ity, weight, etc.) to obtain a design solution that satisfies
particular goals. The functionality for such support is

provided by PERSPECT's Designer subsystem. This is an
existing numerical design tool and is one of the four sub-
systems of PERSPECT, as detailed below and shown in
Figure 8.

• Designer (Duffy & MacCallum, 1989)
A knowledge-based CAD tool developed to assist nu-
merical design. Designer represents a design domain
(e.g., car, ship, or pump design) according to numer-
ical attributes and relationships between these attri-
butes. It helps users define their design solution by
(a) managing the application of suitable empirical
equations, (b) determining the influence attributes
have on other attributes, and (c) assessing the degree
of design goals satisfaction and attribute value un-
certainty. This system provides the basic functional-
ity for supporting numerical design in PERSPECT.

• Ecobweb (Reich, 1991)
A concept formation system, developed specifically
for use in design domains. The system generates a hi-
erarchy of concepts from a number of observations
(i.e., a set of past designs described by attributes and
values) and uses this hierarchy to help predict the de-
scription of incomplete observations (i.e., evolving
design solutions). As such, Ecobweb can assist in the
development of a design solution by automatically
generating generalizations of past design information
and identifying the most suitable generalization or
past design that is most applicable in a new design.
The functionality of Ecobweb is used to provide the
basic means whereby PERSPECT automatically gen-
erates viewpoints of experiential knowledge (i.e., a
conceptual hierarchy of past designs described by
attributes and numerical values).

• Grapher (McBride, 1991)
The LispView Grapher toolkit, which facilitates
"graph" display and editing functionality. However,
within PERSPECT, only the Grapher's display ca-
pabilities are used to visually represent the viewpoints
of experiential knowledge generated by PERSPECT.

• S-Plus (Europe, 1991)
A computing environment that provides a graphical
data analysis system and an object-oriented language
called S (Becker et al., 1988). Its general purpose is
to provide a means of exploring information from a
wide range of domains (not necessarily from a design
domain). The role of S-Plus in the PERSPECT sys-
tem is that of allowing designers to explore a set of
past designs (described by attributes and numerical
values) and thereby identify implicit experiential
knowledge. S-Plus is then used to extract this implicit
experiential knowledge in the form of empirical
equations and transfer such equations to the De-
signer subsystem.

Figure 8 illustrates PERSPECT's system architecture to
highlight three main points: the interaction the user has
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with the system, the existence of and relationship between
generated objects/entities in the system, and the approach
to utilizing multiple forms of experiential knowledge via
the use of generated and precompiled files.

4.1.2. User interaction

The user interacts with the system via three interfaces:
the original S-Plus and Designer interfaces, and an addi-
tional interface that provides access to a portion of PER-
SPECT functions. The remaining PERSPECT functions
are accessed from the Lisp environment shared by Designer.

4.1.3. Entities

Figure 8 illustrates eight important entities that are
represented in PERSPECT: goals, attributes, empirical
equations, working attribute types, new design exam-
ple, working example set, instances, and rationalizations.
Goals, attributes, and empirical equations are entities that
exist in the Designer subsystem, and represent numerical
knowledge associated with a particular design domain and
design solution. The working attribute types, new design
example, working example set are entities that exist in the
Ecobweb subsystem, and represent attribute-value infor-
mation associated with the new design and past designs.
The instances entity exists in the S-Plus subsystem, and
represents attribute-value information associated with the
set of past designs. Rationalizations are extensions to
Ecobweb's original entity (i.e., concept-hierarchy). PER-
SPECT uses these rationalizations to represent customized
viewpoints of past design knowledge (see Section 4.2).

There are three important relationships that exist be-
tween these entities: a creation relationship between the
working example set and rationalizations, an incorpo-
ration relationship between the new design example and
rationalizations, and a transfer relationship between em-
pirical equations and rationalizations. PERSPECT cre-
ates rationalizations using the working example set, and
incorporates the new design example into chosen rational-
izations to identify the most similar past design. It also
transfers known generated empirical equations into the
knowledge associated with created rationalizations.

4.1.4. Use of precompiled and generated files

The system requires the designer to prepare five file
types, signified by the files listed under the precompiled
files heading in Figure 8. PERSPECT automatically gen-
erates a further five file types listed under the generated
files heading of Figure 8. Precompiled files define the
behavior of Ecobweb, a source of experiential knowledge
(i.e., set of past designs), a design domain, and a new de-
sign's goals and are utilized by PERSPECT's Designer
and Ecobweb subsystem functionality. Generated files al-
low experiential knowledge from one system to be used
by another, and are utilized by new functionality provided
by PERSPECT. In other words, existing Ecobweb and

Designer functionality reads in set of past designs, set of
attribute-types, and domain description files. However,
the reading and writing of empirical equation informa-
tion, rationalizations, and design state files and the writ-
ing of information set and new design files are achieved
by PERSPECT functionality. The following bulleted list
describes the content of each of these files.

Precompiled Files

• Behavior-definition file consists of global variables
that define the behavior of the Ecobweb subsystem,
that is, how learning and prediction is carried out.

• Set of past designs file consists of a number of past
designs described by attributes and associated values
in Ecobweb syntax. Each file can contain designs of
a particular design domain type, for example, bulker
or tanker ship types.

• Set of attribute-types file consists of the attributes
used to describe the past designs of a particular de-
sign type along with the attribute's type. In the con-
text of numerical design, these types are continuous.

• Domain description file consists of a description of
the domain of interest (i.e., attribute names, mean-
ings, units, empirical equations, unreliabilities of
equations, etc.). Different domain descriptions ex-
ist for each design domain type. For example, knowl-
edge associated with the house type bungalow is very
different from the knowledge of the terraced type.
Therefore, the user of PERSPECT is required to en-
sure the appropriate design domain type.

• Goals file consists of the definition of a number of
goals the new design is required to satisfy. (Goals can
be interactively defined; however, for convenience,
they can be prestored in a file.)

Generated Files

• Empirical equation information file consists of infor-
mation concerning rendered equations (i.e., equation
variables and coefficients). The content of this file
is generated from S-Plus and used to define a new
empirical equation in Designer.

• Information set file consists of information concern-
ing the working example set. However, the format
of the file is in S-Plus readable syntax. This file is
used as a source of experiential knowledge from
which S-Plus can generate empirical equations.

• Rationalization file consists of information describ-
ing rendered viewpoints of numerical experiential
knowledge.

• New Design file consists of attribute information
detailing the state of the new design, existing in
Designer, written in Ecobweb syntax. The design
model can be partially (i.e., not all attribute values
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known) or fully (i.e., all attribute values are known)
described.

• Design state file consists of a record of Designer's
working environment, that is, all known goals, attri-
butes (instantiated and uninstantiated), and empirical
equations used in the domain description. In other
words, this file includes information of the domain
description and the design model for the new design.

4.2. "Controlled" computational learning

PERSPECT's computational learning is "controlled" by
the designer. This is achieved by providing the designer
with the "means" of controlling what information is used
in the learning process to generate required knowledge.
This "means" is the ability to specify knowledge require-
ments by defining perspectives. Perspectives are defini-
tions of a designer's interest, governed by their needs for
knowledge. These perspectives are used to guide the com-
putational learning activity of the system and thereby
learn knowledge that is required by the designer. Conse-
quently, PERSPECT's viewpoints are described as being
"customized" because designers can use PERSPECT to

define their knowledge needs by stating their focus/per-
spective. In computational terms, the concept formation
functionality provided by Ecobweb has been developed
to utilize perspectives and thereby generate customized
viewpoints.

PERSPECT uses controlled computational learning to
generate customized single and nested viewpoints using
a set of past designs and a designer's defined perspective
(i.e., a statement of focus). Single viewpoints are knowl-
edge structures that result from a single focus on experi-
ential knowledge, whereas nested viewpoints reflect those
within which the focus changes. Figures 9 and 10 detail
the structure of these viewpoints that are made up of past
designs (i.e., <past-design», a complete set or group of
past designs (i.e., <group-name», and subsequent smaller
groups of similar past designs (i.e., <subgroup-name>,
<sub-subgroup-name>, etc.). In the context of nested
viewpoints, this structure is further characterized by nested
groups of similar past designs (i.e., (nested-subgroup-
name), <nested-sub-subgroup-name>, etc.). Like the de-
scription of past designs, the descriptions of groups consist
of attribute-value pairs; the value of a group's attribute
being the average value of its associated members' values.

<group-name>
<attribute> :- <average_value>

•

. <attribute> :- <average_value>

<subgroup-name>
<attribute> :- <average_value>

»

<attribute> :- <average_value>

< subgroup-name>
<attribute> :- <average_va!ue>

t

. <attribute> :- <average_value>

<subgroup-name>
<attribute> :- <average_value>

<attribute> :- <average_value>

<sub-subgroup-name> <sub-subgroup-name>

[<attribute> :- <average_value> <attribute> :- <average_value>

<attribute> :- <average_value>

<past_design> <past_design> <past_design> <past_design>

Fig. 9. Structure of a single viewpoint.
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<group-name>
f <attribute> :- <average_value>

i
V <attribute> :- <average_value>

< subgroup-name>
<attribute> :- <average_value>

*
^ <attribute> :- <average_value>

<subgroup-name>
<attribute> :- <average_value>

*
. <attribute> :- <average_value>

<subgroup-name>
<attribute> :- <average_value>

<attribute> :- <avepage_value>

<nested-subgroup-name>

[<attribute> :- <average_value>^
i

<attribute> :- <average_value> J

<nested-sub-subgroup-name> <past_design>

[<attribute> :- <average_value> A
i

<attribute> :- <average_value> J

<past_design> <past_design> <past_design>

Fig. 10. Structure of a nested viewpoint.

The difference between a group called <subgroup-name>
and <nested-subgroup-name>, as illustrated in Figure 10,
is that their descriptions (i.e., the set of attribute-value
pairs) are different.

The focus/foci of a viewpoint is/are dependent on a de-
signer's knowledge needs. The generation of a single view-
point is straightforward; designers define their perspective
by selecting the design attributes to be focused upon and
PERSPECT uses this information to generate a viewpoint
by using the basic concept formation functionality pro-
vided by Ecobweb. However, the generation of a nested
viewpoint requires more user interaction: first of all a de-
signer selects a previously generated viewpoint or uses
PERSPECT to generate a new single viewpoint; then
using this (existing or newly generated) viewpoint, the de-
signer defines (a) the associated group (s) to be nested and
(b) the attributes to be focused upon. Once such a per-
spective is defined, PERSPECT nests the required group(s)
and presents resulting nested viewpoint to the designer.

When generating empirical equations, the designer is
required to define a perspective consisting of the structure
of the required empirical equation, its associated input
and output attributes, and in the context of generating

empirical subequations the subset of past designs to be
used.

4.3. Experiential knowledge in PERSPECT

PERSPECT can represent multiple forms of experiential
knowledge, that is, defined abstractions of experiential
knowledge that explicate implicit knowledge in abstract
and general terms (Kerr, 1993): For example, within the
domain of bulker ship design, empirical equations (e.g.,
CB = 0.968 - (0.269 X VS/(V/V0.3048)), generaliza-
tions (e.g., average value of attribute L for a particular
group of past designs) and heuristics (e.g., 'if CP < 0.85
then CW= 0.878 x CP + 0.1733 else CW = 0.4 + 0.6 X
CP')- Of these forms, a designer can use PERSPECT to
generate empirical equations and generalizations.

In addition to being able to generate and represent mul-
tiple forms of experiential knowledge, PERSPECT sup-
ports the generation and representation of customized
single and nested viewpoints of numerical experiential
knowledge. Figure 11 illustrates an example of a custom-
ized single viewpoint and Figure 12 illustrates a custom-
ized nested viewpoint resulting from an application of
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:- 14.49 ^
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:- 220.05 J

G28

•

EX-77
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CB
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fvS :
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[L :

fvS :
CB :

l L :

G27

:- 14.77 1
:• 0.832
:- 214.92J

333

14.83 ^
0.835
214.S J

04

14.64
0.819

• 212.54

" ^

fvs
CB

U

EX-88

G40 EX-87

fvS :-
CB :

li_
/

EX-85A

14.9 ^
0.838
215.4 J

\
EX-69

)

G26

- 15.47 ^
:- 0.781
:- 179.71 J

•

fvs
CB

U

• —

G8

:- 14.84 ^
:- 0.803
:- 164.29J

•

Fig. 11. A portion of a customized single viewpoint consisting of the
numerical attributes CB, VS, and L.

G4
VS :- 14.64
CB :- 0.819
L :- 212.54

EQUATION
.CB = 0.924 + (-0.011»VS) + (0.0003»L).

G27
VS :- 14.77
CB :- 0.832
L :- 214.92

EQUATION
.CB = 1.094 + (-0.011'VS) + (-0.0005* L)

G28 G33 EX-88
VS :- 14.83
CB :- 0.835
L :- 214.5

EQUATION
ICB = 0.095 + (0.05*VSJ

EX-77 G40 EX-87

(VS :- 14.9
CB :- 0.838
L :- 215.4

EQUATION
nil

EX-85A EX-69

Fig. 13. A portion of a customized single viewpoint consisting of the
numerical attributes CB, VS, and L, and showing empirical equations.

PERSPECT in the bulker ship design domain. Figure 12
illustrates the viewpoint focusing on the attribute END
and subsequently nesting the group called G88 according
to the attributes CB, VS, and L.

As well as representing generalizations (i.e., the average
attribute values), (as shown in Figs. 11 and 12), custom-

(END

r

G79

:- 1478O.o) (END

fvs
CB

G44

fvs
'. CB

EX-70 EX-71A

G69

:- 21924.5J

G88 G92

:- 17022.7J (END :• 23304.8j

G12

- 14.99 ^
- 0.796
- 174.56 J

G43 EX-92

:- 14.99 1̂
:- 0.802
:- 164.8 J

EX-83 EX-89 EX-86

Fig. 12. A portion of a customized nested viewpoint consisting of the
numerical attributes END, then CB, VS, and L.

ized viewpoints can also represent empirical subequations.
These equations quantify the relationship between design
attributes of a group of similar past designs. Figure 13 il-
lustrates a customized single viewpoint with such equa-
tions that have been generated using PERSPECT. Note
that in this viewpoint, the empirical equation for G33 does
not include the attribute L. In other words, for this group
CB can be estimated using only VS. This means that
within this group of past designs, L has negligible influ-
ence on CB values and therefore when PERSPECT has
quantified the relationship between CB, VS, and L for
G33, L has been removed. Another point that should be
made about this viewpoint is that an equation could not
be rendered for G40. Because G40 consists of only two
past designs, relevant attribute values have to be known.
The attribute value for CB is unknown for the past de-
sign EX-85A, therefore an equation can not be rendered.

4.4. System functionality

PERSPECT can be used to extract and utilize general
knowledge originating from past designs. This ability can
be used to assist in two main design tasks:

• Domain model preparation—this involves rendering
new experiential knowledge or checking and updat-
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ing precompiled experiential knowledge that de-
scribes a design domain.

• Design model instantiation — this involves the alloca-
tion and estimation of attribute values for a new
design.

4.4.1. Domain model preparation

To support numerical design, the PERSPECT system
requires a domain model. This is a representation of a
design domain describing experiential knowledge of that
domain, for example, the name, meaning and units of nu-
merical design attributes, empirical equations that quan-
tify the relationship between these attributes, a measure
of the unreliability of these equations, and rules reflecting
design expertise of the applicability of domain knowledge.
For example, in the domain of ship design, deadweight
(dwt) is the name of a ship's attribute, "the static weight of
the cargo" is its meaning, "tonnes" are its units, "disp x
ddratio" is an equation that quantifies the relationship be-
tween the attributes "dwt" "disp," and "ddratio," and the
equation's measure of unreliability is 0 .1%.

Using an available set of past designs, PERSPECT can
help a designer to explore a design domain and generate
useful empirical equations that can be used to build a do-
main model. Alternatively, if a domain model already ex-
ists, PERSPECT can be used to check and update the
applicability of this model against an available set of past
designs.

4.4.2. Design model instantiation
During design, if there is insufficient information to

warrant the use of an empirical equation, the user has two
options for estimating attribute values:

• Generate customized viewpoints of experiential
knowledge
Customized viewpoints are useful when empirical
equations are not available for the instantiation of
a design model; either because no useful empirical
equations exist or because not enough attribute val-
ues are known to facilitate their usage. Designers can
construct a customized viewpoint to estimate the val-
ues of the unknown attributes. Using their own or
PERSPECT's knowledge of design attribute depen-
dency, designers using PERSPECT can define a per-
spective consisting of the unknown attributes and
related attributes, generate a viewpoint of experien-
tial knowledge that can be used to find a past design
or group of designs similar to the current design, and
use associated similar attribute values as values for
uninstantiated attributes in the current design. One
such example in the domain of bulk-carrier ship de-
sign is that of the available CB = 0.968 - (0.269 X
KS/(vX/0.3048), that is, an equation that can be
used to calculate Block Coefficient (CB) using Speed
(VS) and Length (L). The use of this equation is de-

pendent on known values of VS and L for a new de-
sign. If say VS has been specified by the designer to
be 15 knots but for the moment L is unknown, this
equation can not be used. However, a designer can
use PERSPECT to generate a viewpoint of CB, VS,
and L and then find the past design most similar to
the new design. The designer can then either assign
values to L or CB using the values of the most simi-
lar past design or those associated with any of the
related more general groups. In other words, the
designer is free to assign values in a case-based or
prototype-based fashion.

An alternative use of customized viewpoints is to
assist in the retrieval of a stored empirical equation
from an existing viewpoint or the generation and re-
use of suitable empirical equations using a viewpoint.
These equations are subequations in that they repre-
sent the design trend within a subgroup of the avail-
able set of past designs.

• Generate less complex empirical equations
A domain model can be complex. It can contain
many empirical equations each consisting of many
input variables. This complexity often hinders the use
of these equations by forcing designers to input val-
ues. Using PERSPECT, designers can reduce the
complexity of domain models. By focusing on com-
plex equations, designers can remove unwanted vari-
ables from empirical equations and use PERSPECT
to generate simpler equations to be subsequently
used to estimate the attribute values of the design
model.

4.5. Coupled design and learning

The system has been built to incorporate the coupling of
design and learning activities within a single computa-
tional environment. This coupling can be illustrated by
examining PERSPECT's activity diagram. This activity
diagram, as shown in Figure 14, details the activity paths
to be taken during domain model preparation and design
model instantiation.

4.5.1. The domain model preparation task

PERSPECT supports the exploration of a design do-
main to render experiential knowledge that can then
be directly used to build a domain model from which a
design solution can be developed. Figure 14 illustrates
this coupling of design and learning by the Set of Past De-
signs to EXPERIENTIAL KNOWLEDGE to DOMAIN
MODEL activity path.

4.5.2. The design model instantiation task

A designer can use PERSPECT to help define a design
model by (a) using the effect propagation feature of
Designer, (b) attribute value estimation using Ecobweb,
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design

(e.g. domain model synthesis)

EXPERIENTIAL
KNOWLEDGE

DOMAIN
MODEL

design
(eg. domain exploration)

&

learning
(e.g. generation

&
modification)

design
r. design model synthesis)

design
(e.g. design model synthesis)

Set of Past Designs New Design

learning

(e.g. acquisition)

Legend-

r signifying the expansion of the new design
description (design model) from unknown to completely known

PERSPECT system supported activity

Series of increasingly more detailed
new design descriptions (design model)

Fig. 14. PERSPECT's activity diagram: Coupling design and learning (Kerr, 1993).

or (c) empirical equation rendering and application using
S-Plus and Designer, respectively. These three options re-
late to three paths in PERSPECT's activity diagram.

(a) DOMAIN MODEL to New Design
To develop a numerical design solution, PER-
SPECT uses Designer to choose the most reliable
empirical equation from a respective set available in
a domain model. If two equations are of equal un-
reliability, the equation requiring the least amount
of information is chosen. If an equation is chosen
where the input attribute values are not yet known
by the designer, two options are available: (a) find
a suitable generalization applicable to the new de-
sign, or (b) remove unknown attributes for equa-
tions and regenerate a new abstracted empirical
equation. These two options are detailed in the
following.

(b) Set of Past Designs to EXPERIENTIAL KNOWL-
EDGE to New Design
The designer can use PERSPECT to generate
viewpoints of experiential knowledge from which

information of the most similar past design or gen-
eralizations of similar past design groups can be
identified and used to estimate unknown attribute
values.

(c) Set of Past Designs to EXPERIENTIAL KNOWL-
EDGE to DOMAIN MODEL to New Design
New or less complex empirical equations can be
rendered to simplify and/or supplement the exist-
ing domain model. Abstractions of empirical equa-
tions mean that attribute values can be assigned
with fewer required attributes. For example, Fig-
ure 15 shows two examples of abstracting and gen-
eralizing the same empirical equation, that is, an
equation to estimate CB that is dependent on two
input variables, L and VS. These examples show
the resulting equations when removing one input
variable from an equation. In Figure 15a the L
variable has been removed and in Figure 15b the
VS variable has been removed. The user is free to
remove any variable from an empirical equation;
or, alternatively, Designer can be used to determine
the least influential input variable of an equation
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Abstracting & Generalising

Fig. 15. Two empirical dependency networks showing different abstrac-
tions of the same empirical equation.

and thereby suggest that as the variable most suit-
able for removal.

4.6. Summary

The cooperation between a user and PERSPECT (i.e., an
IDA) can be summarized as illustrated in Figure 16.

5. AN EVALUATION OF PERSPECT

The PERSPECT system has been evaluated to assess how
well it supports numerical design (Kerr, 1993). An aim of
this evaluation has been to acquire an unbiased assess-
ment of PERSPECT's capabilities. To achieve this; an
experiment was conducted with the assistance of two de-
signers whose expertise lie in the extraction and use of ex-
periential design knowledge originating from past designs
and experiments. Recorded evaluations were carried out
using one session with each individual designer to avoid
the designers influencing one anothers' evaluations.

Sessions were videotaped so that all the evaluators'
comments and specific questions could be "captured,"
and the resulting recordings provided material from which

to develop a coherent interpretation of the evaluators'
assessments. A protocol analysis of these sessions was
carried out by scrutinizing each recording, identifying
significant issues focused upon by the evaluators, and
organizing these issues into a coherent assessment of
PERSPECT.

The following presents the most significant findings
from an analysis that identifies how PERSPECT's exist-
ing controlled computational learning can be improved
and assesses PERSPECT's potential as a tool for support-
ing Shared Learning.

5.1. Controlled computational learning

PERSPECT has shown the utility of providing users with
the ability to explore a domain of interest and generate
empirical equations, which can be directly fed into a de-
sign subsystem. This approach avoids the need for a pro-
grammer or knowledge engineer to elucidate and acquire
knowledge for representation in the design subsystem.
This was considered a beneficial feature as it prevents the
loss of information and gives the designer direct control
over what is generated, represented, and subsequently uti-
lized, as indicated by an example of one of the evaluator's
comments:

"I like the idea of not losing information by making
equation fits to data and then using that equation fit.
If you [designers] have access to the raw data you're not
losing information. You can look at it anyway you
choose to look at it. That is very much a good point."

The ability to generate and utilize nested viewpoints
was recognized as being an interesting and viable means
of guiding the search for suitable empirical equations or
generalizations. The process of nesting reflects a change
in designers' focus and it was accepted that the sequence
of nesting could be governed by the degree of priority
given to particular foci, for example, initial nesting
achieved by a high-priority focus with less important types
of focus used latterly.

The evaluators expressed their desire to be able to in-
teractively overrule PERSPECT's generated viewpoints

User \
'Domain Exploration' j
- Explores a design domain I
- Stores useful knowledge \

Controls building of domain model J
Controls building of design model C
Explores a design solution space i

Intelligent
CAD

PERSPECT

'Design assistance'
- Represents numerical domain & design models
- Numerical problem solving
- Meets designer's need for knowledge

'Learning assistance'
- Provides a store of experiences (i.e. past designs)
- Updates the store of experiences
- Maintains experiential knowledge

Fig. 16. The roles of the user and PERSPECT.
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of experiential knowledge. For example, not to be re-
stricted to the resulting groupings as presented in Fig-
ures 11 and 13 but to combine say G26 and G8 from Fig-
ure 11 and evaluate the effect. This interactive control is
as yet not available within PERSPECT.

5.2. Sharing the learning activity

During the evaluators' design careers, they have spent
considerable time and effort rationalizing and develop-
ing an understanding of their fields of expertise, based
upon past design experiences. Consequently, they high-
lighted the importance of PERSPECT as a tool for sup-
porting domain exploration (Duffy et al., 1995) (see
Section 6); a task that designers carry out to gain an in-
sight into the current trends, to fully understand the in-
terrelationships within the past design data, to stimulate
the motivation for new design development and identify
reusable knowledge. They considered PERSPECT to be
a valuable tool in helping designers learn numerical
knowledge about their domain.

PERSPECT supports exploration, the results of which
can be used to help the designer synthesize a model of the
domain. Rendering a domain model "from scratch" de-
pends greatly on designers' understanding of regression
techniques and knowledge of the domain, that is, exper-
tise. For example, Scott (1967) suggests that the number
of terms used in an empirical equation should not be more
than one-third of the total number of experiences. This
type of expertise is not represented in PERSPECT. There-
fore, the process of rendering a domain model is at
present dependent on designers generating applicable ex-
periential knowledge (i.e., past designs) that can be used
to synthesize a domain model. It was stressed that ideally
such a system as PERSPECT should accommodate this
type of expertise, which it should use to provide advice
on how to explore and synthesize domain knowledge and
thereby enhance the current level of shared learning.

6. PERSPECT AND THE SHARED
LEARNING CONCEPT

Controlled computational learning has been proposed as
one means of achieving Shared Learning. Consequently,
based on the PERSPECT system's feature of controlled
computational learning, this section assesses the viability
of the new Shared Learning concept.

Within PERSPECT, a designer can define knowledge
needs, which PERSPECT subsequently uses to generate
customized viewpoints and empirical equations from a
source of past designs. The knowledge generated by PER-
SPECT represents implicit knowledge held within explicit
information and can be stored for future use if desired.
Therefore, according to Lenat's definition of computa-
tional learning (see Section 2.3) PERSPECT quite clearly
learns.

In contrast to other design systems capable of learning,
PERSPECT provides designers with a tool to (numeri-
cally) explore a design domain. The general name of this
type of exploration has been introduced as domain explo-
ration (Duffy, 1994a, 19946), that is, "the process of un-
derstanding the characteristics of a design domain from
which reusable fragments of knowledge can be identi-
fied, extracted, and stored for subsequent use in design"
(Duffy et al., 1995). Here we propose that domain explo-
ration is in effect a way in which designers learn about
their existing design domain. PERSPECT learns implicit
knowledge that is held within explicit information. De-
signers interpret this implicit knowledge as general expe-
riential knowledge of past designs and, based on their
understanding of this knowledge, they may choose to ig-
nore or use it to help develop a design solution. By using
the knowledge generated by PERSPECT to either prepare
a domain model or instantiate a design model (see Sec-
tion 4.4), designers indicate that they have learned some-
thing that is of significance. Thus, it can be argued that
PERSPECT supports the concept of Shared Learning.

Of course the Shared Learning provided by PER-
SPECT is limited to the realm of preliminary numerical
design and the generalization of experiential knowledge
in the form of empirical equations and generalizations.
Considerably more effort is required to fully aid the de-
signer in domain exploration, customized viewpoint gen-
eration, and Shared Learning.

7. CONCLUSION

Shared Learning is a new approach presented in this pa-
per whereby the symbiosis between a designer and an IDA
can be improved. This approach suggests that the effec-
tiveness of Int.CAD could be enhanced through comple-
mentary learning between the designer and IDA. That is,
the system would learn knowledge that is of relevance and
useful to the designer, the designer would learn during
and as a result of the system's learning activity, and that
the "mismatch" between the designer's viewpoint and sys-
tem's viewpoint would be significantly alleviated.

It is proposed that Shared Learning can be supported
by implementing controlled computational learning. Lim-
ited control of the computational learning process itself
is already provided to some level or other (see Section 3).
However, it is suggested that greater control must be given
to the designer to define the type of knowledge to be
learned, and that such control of the behavior and use of
machine learning techniques will be more amenable to de-
signers' knowledge needs.

By providing designers with generated knowledge to
suit their needs, controlled learning can also play a key
role in the evaluation of computational learning tech-
niques. Systems that cannot deliver the required knowl-
edge in a relevant, understandable, and useful form will
most likely be deemed cumbersome to the engineering de-
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sign community. Thus, computational learning tech-
niques may be evaluated on the support they can provide
to the end user, that is, the designer, and how well the
generated knowledge matches their expectations.

A system, PERSPECT, originally developed to inves-
tigate an approach called Customized Viewpoints, is used
here to illustrate how computational learning can be con-
trolled and thereby help toward the sharing of the learn-
ing activity between designers and computers. Of course,
further research into the concepts of Customized View-
points, controlled computational learning and Shared
Learning is still required; however, the authors believe
that these concepts may hold the key to truly empower-
ing learning in Int.CAD.
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